
Why did you decide to start doing event cinema? 

We decided to start showing alternative content screenings to widen and enhance the benefits 

offered to the existing membership. We thought that it would increase our membership due to its 

broader appeal. We also opened up AC screenings to the public. Finally, we hoped that it would 

Increase funds and better ensure long term sustainability of our film society. 

In particular for Octagon, as we operated from a theatre run and owned by an amateur drama 

society, there was a synergy between their operations and Octagons, particularly related to NT Live 

and RSC productions. 

What equipment are you using for the screenings?  

The specific equipment that we use is: 

• Satellite dish - 1.2m diameter INTELSAT 10-02 1W 1080i HD 5:1 (we had a local aerial 

contractor erect our dish and wire it to our equipment) 

• Projector - Panasonic PT-SDZ6700E projector, 6000 ANS lumens, WUXGA with standard lens 

1.8 -  2.4:1  

• Satellite receiver - 2 x Icecrypt ST6000 HD PVR, 1TB hard drive (we have two units as we 

have found sometimes when there are problems with tuning it can relieve the stress! Also 

occasionally it is required to record a live broadcast when the theatre isn’t available, you 

need a hard drive to do this) 

• Processor - Yamaha RX-V771, 95W x 7 (we use this for our films and live broadcasts) 

We engaged Omnex to purchase and install this equipment 
 (omnexprofilm.co.uk, 0161 477 7633) 
 

What has your experience been like getting licences? 

Currently, licences are not difficult to get for live events. Back in 2011, Octagon had to get the 

backing of the National Theatre to show live broadcasts as it was the first film society to show live 

events and distributors were uncertain as to whether standards would be maintained by an amateur 

organisation. 

 

What has been your most successful event cinema screening and what are your future plans?  

National Theatre events are the most popular with our membership. The most successful event was 

our first when we showed One Man Two Guvnors with James Corden in the lead! 

Octagon currently shows live events from The Bolshoi Ballet, NT Live, RSC and The Royal Opera 

House. Our future plans are to introduce events from The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. 
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